Art camps are held at the Museum of Art, 1010 Broad Street at the Mission Plaza, San Luis Obispo

Monday, June 20 – Friday, June 24
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM1A16

PAINTING CREATIVELY
with teaching artist Brian Williams
Be an abstract artist and learn to mix colors and create interesting shapes. Find inspiration from the real world and your imagination. It’s fun to be creative!

...after the break
SCULPT YOUR IMAGINATION
with teaching artist Madeline Simonaro
Plan and build 3-D shapes from your imagination. Explore your creativity using wood, wire, plastic & paper. Discover new ways to use recycled and found items.

...after the break
DIY ART SUPPLIES!
with teaching artist Guy Kinne

Monday, June 27 – Friday, July 1
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM2A16

MASKS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
with teaching artist Adriana Lemus
Be inspired by masks from different parts of the world. Design and make a real or imaginary character mask of your own.

...after the break
A WORLD OF PAINTING
with teaching artist Carolyn Balogh
Explore styles of painting created around the world. Learn about the art of different cultures and experiment with ink, watercolor, and tempera.

Monday, July 11 – Friday, July 15
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM3A16

BUILDING ART WITH LINES
with teaching artist Susan Connors
Start your artwork with a mark, draw into a line, then use your imagination drawing layers of lines. Express your line in 2-D and 3-D.

...after the break
WHERE WE LIVE
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Imagine a space to explore and live in. Create small models of your idea as well as life-size spaces. Start with a drawing and express it in 3-D!

Monday, July 18 – Friday, July 22
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM4A16

WHAT IS BLUE?
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Pick your favorite color and work with it all week long! Use that color in a variety of materials, drawing, painting, and simple sculpture. Imagination at work!

...after the break
MOTION IN PAINTING
with teaching artist Susan Connors
How do we express motion? Start small and work toward large artwork using your own body. Paint movement and action.

Monday, June 24 – Friday, June 24
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM1B16

SCULPT YOUR IMAGINATION
with teaching artist Madeline Simonaro
Plan and build 3-D shapes from your imagination. Explore your creativity using wood, wire, plastic & paper. Discover new ways to use recycled and found items.

...after the break
DIY ART SUPPLIES!
with teaching artist Guy Kinne

Monday, July 1 – Friday, July 15
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM2B16

RESTRICTED BOOK ART
with teaching artist Brian Williams
Take old books in a new direction. Dissect words and images and remix into your own best seller masterpiece for your book shelf.

...after the break
MASKS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
with teaching artist Adriana Lemus
Be inspired by masks from different parts of the world. Design and make a real or imaginary character mask of your own.

Monday, July 15 – Friday, July 22
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM3B16

UPCYCLED ART
with teaching artist Nicole Spahn
Plan your realistic and abstract artwork using watercolor, tempera, & collage. Incorporate found items in the texture of the mixed media artwork. Transform found items into new works of art!

...after the break
BUILDING ART WITH LINES
with teaching artist Susan Connors
Start your artwork with a mark, draw into a line, then use your imagination drawing layers of lines. Express your line in 2-D and 3-D.

Monday, July 22 – Friday, July 22
9 am to noon
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM4B16

ANIMAL MASKS AS SCULPTURE
with teaching artist Patrick Mehaffy
Design an animal mask. Starting with plaster tape and papier mâché, build a mask adding found and recycled materials.

...after the break
WHAT IS BLUE?
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Pick your favorite color and work with it all week long! Use that color in a variety of materials, drawing, painting, and simple sculpture. Imagination at work!

Monday, June 27 – Friday, July 1
9 am to noon
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM2C16

ABSTRACT PAINTING
with teaching artist Brian Williams
Create your own unique work of art! Use that color in a variety of materials. Explore using something new each day!

...after the break
ABSTRACT PAINTING
with teaching artist Brian Williams
Take your painting skills from realistic to abstract. Combine lines, shapes, and colors into well balanced artwork. Be an abstract artist!

Monday, July 15 – Friday, July 22
9 am to noon
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM3C16

WHERE WE LIVE
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Imagine a space to explore and live in. Create small models of your idea as well as life-size spaces. Start with a drawing and express it in 3-D!

...after the break
COLLABORATIVE MURAL
with teaching artist Nicole Spahn
Plan and work as a group to create a mixed media mural. Consider the well-being of our planet in your discussion. Incorporate found items to create recycled art!

Monday, July 22 – Friday, July 22
9 am to noon
7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM4C16

MOTION IN PAINTING
with teaching artist Susan Connors
How do we express motion? Start small and work toward large artwork using your own body. Paint movement and action.

...after the break
ANIMAL MASKS AS SCULPTURE
with teaching artist Patrick Mehaffy
Design an animal mask. Starting with plaster tape and papier mâché, build a mask adding found and recycled materials. Be inventive and creative!

CALL 805-543-8562 • ONLINE: sloma.org • MAIL: Museum of Art, PO Box 813, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
Monday, July 25 – Friday, July 29
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM5A16
9 am to noon

SOFT SCULPTURE
with teaching artist Susan Connors
Create fun sculpture using your imagination to reshape material. Tie, stitch, wrap, and hang your artwork. Create artwork for all angles!...after the break

EARTH ELEMENTS
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Create mixed media art based on earth, wind, fire, and water. Explore ways of expressing through color, texture, size, and space. Show the power & characteristics of each element in your work.

ANIMAL MIGRATIONS
with teaching artist Barbara Rosenthal
Express the movement of animals through drawing, collage, and repeated stamped elements. Include in your art the environment and habitat where they might travel and stay. Create 2-D and 3-D artwork!...after the break

SOFT SCULPTURE
with teaching artist Susan Connors
Create fun sculpture using your imagination to reshape material. Tie, stitch, wrap, and hang your artwork. Create artwork for all angles!

Monday, August 1 – Friday, August 5 9 am to noon
5 – 6 year olds Camp #SM6A16

INVENTIVE WEAVING
with teaching artist Madeline Simonaro
Use simple weaving to make creative fiber art. Create off-loom art combining a variety of materials with items from nature. Have fun creating colorful patterns and lines!...after the break

WORLD WEATHER
with teaching artist Carolyn Balogh
Explore climates of the world through your art. Arid, polar, tropical regions, forests, and plains are all great regions with dramatic weather. Use various ways of painting to show the power of nature on paper!

7 – 8 year olds Camp #SM6B16

ENERGIZED DRAWING
with teaching artist Susan Connors
Work with charcoal to create energy filled lines. Cut and tear your pages into pieces and reassemble them in a collages. Connect the parts of your drawing in fun new ways....and after the break

EXPRESS OUR PLANET!
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Create mixed media art based on earth, wind, fire, and water. Explore ways of expressing through color, texture, size, and space. Show the power & characteristics of each element in your work.

9 – 12 year olds Camp #SM5C16

EXPRESS OUR PLANET!
with teaching artist Lori Wolf
Create mixed media art based on earth, wind, fire, and water. Explore ways of expressing through color, texture, size, and space. Show the power & characteristics of each element in your work.

9 – 12 year olds Camp #SM6C16

WORLD WEATHER
with teaching artist Carolyn Balogh
Explore climates of the world through your art. Arid, polar, tropical regions, forests, and plains are all great subjects to express in various new ways.

San Luis Obispo Museum of Art
A family membership saves money! Join the Museum of Art for $45 and the whole family saves on camps and events for 12 months. Save $5 when a sibling comes to a camp in the same week.

All art materials are provided. Full and partial scholarships are available.

$165 for members per camp, $195 for nonmembers per camp

Registration Form
Select your □ Camp Numbers
□ SM1A16 □ SM1B16 □ SM1C16
□ SM2A16 □ SM2B16 □ SM2C16
□ SM3A16 □ SM3B16 □ SM3C16
□ SM4A16 □ SM4B16 □ SM4C16
□ SM5A16 □ SM5B16 □ SM5C16
□ SM6A16 □ SM6B16 □ SM6C16

Family Membership □ $45

Saves money. Join now!

#_____ x $165 for members = $_____

#_____ x $_______ (siblings) = $_____

Save $5 for siblings in same session

#_____ x $195 for nonmembers = $_____

TOTAL = $_____

□ Check (Make payable to Museum of Art)
□ Visa □ MasterCard

exp date __________/__________ Thank you

San Luis Obispo Museum of Art
or go online to sign up: sloma.org